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his bullet (Exhibit 399, now in the National Ar-
;hives) lies at the center of one of the bitter con-
roversies clouding the Warren Report on the 
issassination of John F. Kennedy. Did it, in fact, 
strike both the President and the Governor? And 
f not, could there have been more than three 
;hots fired? Could there have been more than 
)ne assassin? Could there have been a conspir-
acy? And these are not the only areas of dispute. 

the damage done to the United States on that No-
/ember day in 1963 did not end with the shots in 

Dallas. Because so many questions remain unan-
swered 43 months after this bullet was fired, our 
country is still beset by doubts, torn by all the 
wrangling over the Warren Report, confused by 
the conflicting theories and the awful rumors. 

CBS News, with a perspective sharpened by time, 
has spent more than six months investigating ev-
ery major aspect of the report, going back to the 
evidence itself and many of the key witnesses, 
conducting new and enlightening tests, gather-
ing new material on every vital question con- 

cerning the events surrounding the assassination 
It will take four hours to present the findings of 
that inquiry. And, for the first time in television 
history, a network will devote a full hour on each 
of four consecutive evenings to the presentation 
of a single subject. 
Substituting understanding for confusion and 
meaningful analysis for shrill debate in one of 
the most troubled controversies of our time, they 
could very well be the most valuable four hours 
you ever spent with television. 

TheWarren Report: A CBS News Inquiry in Four Parts 
Fonight,Tomorrow,Tuesday and Wednesday at 10pm in color CBS News 02 


